In this chapter you will learn how to:
• find and use different measures of central tendency
• calculate and use the mean of a set of data (including grouped data) either from the data itself or
from a given total I .x or a coded total I(x - b) and use such totals in solving problems that may
involve up to two datasets.

Chapter 2: Measures of central tendency

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE

Where it comes from

What you should be able to do

Check your skills

IGCSE I 0 Level Mathematics

Calculate the mean, median and mode
for individua l and discrete data.

1

Find the mean, median
and mode of the numbers
7.3, 3.9, 1.3, 6.6, 9.2, 4. 7' 3.9
and 3.1.

Use a calculator efficiently and apply
appropriate checks of accuracy.

2

Use a calculator to evaluate
6 x 1.7 + 8 x 1.9 + 11x2.1
and
6 + 8+11
then check that your answer
is reasonable.

Three types of average
There are three measures of central tendency that are commonly used to describe the
a\crage value of a set of data. These are the mode, the mean and the median.

• T he mode is the most commonly occurring value.
• T he mean is calculated by dividing the sum of the values by the number of values.
• The median is the value in the middle of an ordered set of data.
We use an average to summarise the values in a set of data. As a representative value, it
should be fairly central to, and typical of, the values that it represents.
0

If we investigate the annual incomes of all the people in a region, then a single value (i.e.
an average income) would be a convenient number to represent our findings. However,
choosing which average to use is something that needs to be thought about, as one measure
may be more appropriate to use than the others.

Decid ing which measu re to use depends on many factors. Althoug h the mean is the
most fa miliar average, a shoemaker would prefer to know which shoe size is the most
popu lar (i.e. the mode). A farmer may find the median number of eggs laid by their
chicke ns to be the most useful because they could use it to identify which chickens are
profitable and which are not. As for the average income in our chosen region, we must
also consider whether to calculate an average for the workers and managers together or
separately; and, if separately, then we need to decide who fits into which category.

EXPLORE 2.1

Various sources tell us that the average person:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

laughs 10 times a day
falls asleep in 7 minutes
sheds 0. 7 kg of skin each year
grows 944 km of hair in a lifetime
produces a sneeze that travels at 160 km/h
has over 97 OOO km of blood vessels in
their body
has a vocabulary between 5000 and 6000
words.

•
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The average adult male is 172.5cm tall and weighs 80kg.
The average adult female is 159 cm tall and weighs 68 kg.
What might each of these statements mean and how might they have been determined?
Have you ever met such an average person? How could this information be useful?
You can find a variety of continuously updated figures that yield interesting averages
at http://www.worldometers.info/.

2.1 The mode and the modal class
As you will recall, a set of data may have more than one mode or no mode at all.
The following table shows the scores on 25 rolls of a die, where 2 is the mode because it has
the hig hest frequency.
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• We saw how to
calculate frequency
density in Chapter I ,
Section I. 3.

In a set of grouped data in which raw values cannot be seen, we can find the modal class,
which is the class with the highest frequency density.
KEY POINT 2.1

•

WORKED EXAMPLE 2.1

Find the modal class of the 270 pencil
lengths, given to the nearest centimetre
in the following table.

Length (xcm)

No. pencils (/)

4- 7

100

8- 10

90

11 - 12

80

In histograms, the
modal class has the
grea test column
height. If there is no
moda l class then all
classes have the same
frequency density.

Answer
Length (xcm)

No. pencils (/)

Width
(cm)

.frequency
density

3.5"" x<7.5

100

4

100 + 4 = 25

7.5"" x< 10.5

90

3

90 + 3 =30

I0.5 ,.;; x< 12.5

80

2

80+ 2 ;:;: 40

40
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30
20
10
0

3.5

7.5

10.5

Length (cm)

T he moda l class is 11 12cm (or, more accurately,
I 0.5 ~ x< 12.5 cm).

12.5

Class boundaries,
class widths and
freq uency density
calculations are
shown in the table.
Although the
histogram shown
is not needed
to answer this
question, it is useful
to see that, in this
case, the modal
class is the one with
the tallest column
and the greatest
frequency density,
even though it
has the lowest
frequency.

The modal class does
not contain the m ost
pencils but it does
conta in the greatest
number of pencils per
centimetre.

.••
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2 .2

Two classes of data have interval widths in the ratio 3:2. Given that there is no
modal class and that the frequency of the first class is 48, find the frequency of the
second class.
Answer

Let the frequency of the seco nd class be .r.
48:.Y = 3:2

.\"

'No modal class' means that
the frequency densities of the
two classes are equal, so class
frequencies are in the same ratio
as interval widths.

2

-= 48 3
.r = 32

Th e second class has a frequency o f 32.
O r. let the frequ ency of the second class be .;.

x 48
- =-

2

.\" =

Alternatively, frequencies are
proportional to interval widths.

3

32

1

I

Find the mode(s) of the following sets of numbers.

a

~

In the special case
where all classes
have equal widths,
freq uency densities
are proportional to
frequencies, so the
modal class is the
class with the highest
frequency.

12, 15, 11, 7, 4, 10, 32, 14, 6, 13, 19, 3

b

19, 21, 23, 16, 35, 8, 2 1, 16, 13, 17, 12, 19, 14, 9

2

Which of the eleven words in this sentence is the mode?

3

Identify the mode of x and of y in the following tables.

4

Find the modal class fo r x a nd for y in the following tables.
0-

4-

14- 20

3-6

7- 11

12-20

5

9

8

66

80

134

5

A small compa ny sells glass, which it cuts to size to fit into window frames. How could the company benefit
from knowi ng the modal size of glass its customers purchase?

6

Four classes of continuous data are recorded as 1- 7, 8- 16, 17- 20 and 2 1- 25. The class 1- 7 has a frequency of
84 and there is no moda l class. F ind the tot al frequency of the other three classes.

7

Data about the t imes, in seconds, taken to run 100 metres by n adults are given in the following table.
Time (xs)
No. adults (/)

13.6 .,;x< I S.4

15.4.,;:x< l 7.4

l 7.4.,;:x < l9.8

a

b

27

By first investigating the possible values of a a nd of b, find the largest possible value of n, given that the modal
class contai ns the slowest runners.

I

•
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8

Three classes of continuous data are given as 0- 4, 4- 10 and l 0-18. The frequency densities of the classes
0- 4 and 10- 18 are in the ratio 4: 3 and the total frequency of these two classes is 120. Find the least possible
frequency of the modal class, given that the modal class is 4-10.

2.2 The mean
The mean is referred to more precisely as the arithmetic mean and it is the most commonly
known average. The sum of a set of data values can be found from the mean. Suppose, for
example, that 12 values have a mean of 7.5:
sum of values
sum of values
d
f
90
M ean =
f
, so 7.5 =
an sum o va 1ues = 7.5 x 12 = .
number o values
12
You will soon be performing calculations involving the mean, so here we introduce
notation that is used in place of the word definition used above.
We use the upper case Greek letter 'sigma', written I , to represent 'sum' and
the mean, where x represents our data values.

x to represent

The notation used for ungrouped and fpr grouped data a re show n on separate rows
in the following table.
Sum

Data values

Frequency or Number of
data values
data values

Sum of data
values

Mean

Ungrouped

I.

x

-

11

I.x

x= -I..x
11

Grouped

I.

x

f

I./

I.xf or I.ft

- I.xf
x="i,f

n = 'f,/ for grouped
data.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2 .3

Five labourers, whose mean mass is 70.2 kg, wish to go to the top of a building in
a lift with some cement. Find the greatest mass of cement they can take if the lift
has a maximum weight a llowance of 500 kg.
Answer

I.x = .\- x

/1

= 70.2 x 5

=35 1kg

We first rearrange the formula

x = -LX
n

I.xf = "I:fx indicates the
sum of the products
of each value and
its frequency. For
example, the sum of
five I Os and six 20s
is (10x5)+(20x6)=
(Sx 10)+(6x20) = 170.

to find the sum of the labourers' masses.
KEY POINT 2 .2

35 1 + .r =500
.r = 1..i9

The greatest mass of cemen t
they can take is 149kg.

We now form an equation using y to
represent the greatest possible mass of
cement.

For ungrouped data,
. - I.x
themean 1s x =-.
n
For grouped data,
-- I.xf
x - I.f

."flx

01 I./ .

I
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2.4

Find the mean of the 40 values of x, given in the following table.

I;

1 ',' I '; I ': I ':

I :: I

Answer
x

31

32

33

34

35

I

5

7

9

8

11

"i./ = 40

155

224

'297

'2 7'2

185

'f.y/ = 1333

xf

TI1c mean, .\· =

I_y/
~i·

1333 ..,.., 3. '"'5
= -;iQ = _,_,_ .!. .

We find the sum of the 40 val ues by
adding together the products of each
va lue of x and its frequency. This is
d o ne in the row headed xf in the table.
The 40 values of x have a sum of 1333.

Combined sets of data
There a re m a ny different ways to combine sets of data. However, here we do this by simply
considering all of thei r values toget her. To find the mean of two combined sets, we divide
the sum of all their values by the total number of values in the two sets.
For ex~ mple, by combining the dataset I. 2, 3, 4 with the dataset 4, 5, 6, we o btai n a new set
of da ta that has seven va lues in it: 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6. Note that the value 4 appears twice.
4 +5+6
.
. .
1+2+3+ 4
Ind1v1dually, the sets have means of
= 2.5 and
= 5. The combined sets
4
3
have

34
a mean o f l+2+3+4+4+5+6
+
= 7.
4

Note that the mean of
the combined sets is
n o2.5+5
t2- - .~

3

WORKED EXAMPLE 2.5

A large bag of sweets claims to contain 72 sweets, having a tot al mass of 852.4 g.
A small bag of sweets claims to contain 24 sweets, having a tota l mass of 282.8 g.

Wha t is the mean m ass of all the sweets together?

Answer
T ota l num ber of swee ts= T2 + 24 = 96.
T otal mass of
sweets= 852.4 + 282.8 = l 135.2g
M can mass= 1135.2

96

)C
= ll .8"'__
,g

We find the total
number of sweets
and their total mass.

Our answer assumes
that the masses given
are accurate to
1decimal place; that
the numbers of sweets
given are accurate; and
that the masses of the
bags are not included
in the given totals.

J

•
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A fam ily has 38 films on DVD with a mean playing ti me of l hour 32 minutes. They also have 26 films on video
cassette, with a mean playing time of 2 hours 4 minutes. Find the mean playing time of all the films in their collection.
Answer
38 + 26 = 64 films
(I h 32 min x 38) + (2 h4min x 26) = (92 x 38 ) + ( 124 x 26 )
= 6720 min

6720
.
.
M ean p 1ay mg tune=

M

= l 05 min or I h 45 mi n.

0

We find the total number of fi lms
and their tota l playing time.

The 64 fi lms have a tota l playi ng
time of 6720 minutes.

EXPLORE 2.2

In Worked exa mple 2.6, the mean playing time of 105 minutes is not equal to

92+ 124
2
mean of A + mean of B
. .
The mean of A and B t:but this 1s not always the case .
2
.
I.A
"LB
Suppose two sets of data, A a nd B , have m and n values with means - a nd - ,
m
n
respectively.

•

In what situ atio ns will the mean of A a nd B together be equal to
mean of A+ mean of B?

2

.

Means from grouped frequency tables
When data are presented in a grouped frequency table or illustrated in a histogram or
cumulative frequency graph, we lose information about the raw va lues. For this reason we
cannot determine the mean exactly but we can calculate a n estimate of the mean. We do
this by using mid-va lues to represent the values in each class.
We use the formula

x = r;,f, given in Key point 2.2, to calcu late an estimate of the mean,

where x now represents the class mid-values.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2.7
-

~~~-

Coconuts are packed into 75 crates, with 40 of a similar size in each crate.
46 crates conta in coconuts with a total mass from 20 up to but not including 25 kg.
22 crates conta in coconuts with a total mass from 25 up to but not including 40 kg.
7 crates contain coconuts with a tota l mass from 40 up to but not including 54kg.

The symbol :;; means ' is
not equal to'.

I

.
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a Calculate a n estimate of the mean m a ss of a crate of coconuts.
b Use your a nswe r to par t a to estim ate the mea n m ass of a coconut.
Answer

a

20

Mass (kg)

25

40 54

No. crates (/)

46

22

7

Mid-value (x)

22.5

32.5

47.0

xf

1035

' 7 15

329

2079 ~ ~ k
'f/ =- 75- =.:. 7 .7 .:. ~g

.
.
_ 'i.x/
Est 1mate 1o r mean x = - ·-

.

b Est11na
· te ro r t hc mean mass o r a coconut =

27 72
·

~

=0.693 kg

L.f = 75

I

'f.y/ = 2079

I

We ta bulate the data to
include class m id-values, x,
and the prod ucts xf.

We estima te tha t the 75 c rates
have a to ta l m ass or 2079 kg.
We divide our a nswe r to
pa r t a by 40 beca use each
c ra te co ntains 40 coconuts.

•

W hen gaps appear between classes of grouped data, class b o undaries should be used to
find cla ss mid-values. T he following example shows a situation in which using incor rect
bo unda ries leads to a n incorrect estim ate o r the mean.

· WORKED EXAMPLE 2.8

Calculate a n estimate of the mean age o r a group of 50 students, where there a re sixteen
18-year-olds, twenty 19-year-olds and fo urteen who a re either 20 or 2 1 years old.
Answer
Age

Mid-value

No. students

(A years)

(x)

(/)

18 ~

xf

. I < 19

18.5

16

296

19 ~ .1 < 20

19.5

20

390

20 """ ,, < 22

2 1.0

14

294

'f./=50

L.x/ = 980

.
E sttmate
o i· t he mean age 1.s -r.·,I
·- = -980
'i.(
50
= 19.6years

T he 18-year-olds a re
a ll aged fro m 18 up
to but not inc lud ing
19 years.
T he 19-year-olds a re
a ll aged fro m 19 up
to but not including
20 years.

Incorrect mid-va lues
of 18, 19 and 20.5 give
an incorrect estimated
mean of 19. I yea rs.

The 20- and 2 1-yea rolds a re all aged
from 20 up to but
not including
22 yea rs.

FAST FORWARD

The age g ro ups and
necessar y to tals are
shown in the table.

_J

We will see how
the mea n is used to
calcu late the variance
a nd standa rd deviation
of a set of data in
Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
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2

Calculate the mean- of the following sets of numbers:.
a

28, 16; 83, 72, 105, 55, 6 and 35

b

7.3, 8.6, l l.7, 9.1, 1.7 and 4.2

a

T he mean of 15, 31, 47, 83, 97, 119 _a nd p 2 is 63. Find the possible values of p.

b The mean of 6, 29, 3, 14, q, (q +8), q 2 and (10 - q) is 20. Find the possible values of q.

3

Given that:
a

n = 14 and Lx = 325.5; find

b .n

4

5

and

y = 23.6, find the value of Ly.

c

Lz = 4598 and

d

Lxf = 86 and

.e

I.f = 135 a nd

z = 52.25, find the number of values in the set of data.

x = 7.t, find the value of L.f .

x = 0.842, find the value of L.xf.

Find the mean of x and of y given in the following tables.

a

•

= 45

x. ·

x

18.0

18.5

19.0

19.5

20.0

I

8

10

17

24

I

b

y

3.62

3.65

3.68

3.71

3.74

I

127

209

322

291

25 1

For the data given in the following table, it is given that q = Si-

Calculate the value of a.
6

Calculate an estimate of the mean of x and of y given in the following ta bles .

. I; I
b

4,;;x<8

8

9

2

11

y

13 ,;;y< 16

16 ,;; y<2 1

2 J ,;;y<28

28,,;;; y < 33

33 ,;; y <36

I

7

17

29

16

11

7 An examination was ta ken by 50 students. T he 22 boys scored a mean of7 1% and the girls scored a mean of
76%. Find the mean score of all the students.
8 A company employs 12 drivers. Their mean monthly salary is $1950. A new driver is employed and the mean
monthly salary falls by $8 . F ind the monthly salary of the new driver.

0

41)

9 . T he mea n age of the 16 members of a karate club is 26 years and 3 months. One member leaves the club and
the mean age of those remaining is 26 years. Find the age of the member who left the club. Give a reason why
your answer might not be very accurate.

I
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10 The following table shows the hourly rates of pay, in dollars, of a company's employees.
Hourly rate (S)

6

7

8

109

No. employees (/)

8

11

17

I

a

Is the mean a good average to use here? Give a reason for your answer.

b

Find the mean rate of pay for the majority of the employees.

11 A train makes a non-stop journey from one city to another and back again ea<:h day. Over a period of
30 days, the mean number of passengers per journey is exactly 61.5. Exact one-way ticket prices paid by these

passengers a re given by percentage in the following table.
Price ($)

34

38

45

Passengers (%)

30

41

29

a

Calculate the total revenue from ticket sales, and explain why your answer is an approximation.

b The minimum and maximum possible reve nues differ by $k. Find the value of k.
12 The heights, in centimetres, of 54 children are
represented in the following diagram.
The children are split into two equa l-sized
groups: a ' tall half' and a 'short half'.
Calculate an estimate of the difference between
the mean heights of these two groups of children.

0

140

150

144

156

•

159

Heigh t (cm)

,fJ T he followi ng table summarises the number of tomatoes produced by the plants in the plots on a fa rm.
No. tomatoes

20- 29

30- 49

50- 79

80-100

No. plots (/)

329

41 3

704

258

a

Calcu late an estimate of the niean number of tomatoes produced by these plots.

b The tomatoes are weighed accurately and their mean mass is fou nd to be 156.50 grams. At market they
are sold for $3.20 per kilogram a nd the total revenue is $50 350. Find the actual mean number of tomatoes
produced per plot.

c

Why could your answer to part b be inaccurate?

14 Twenty boys and girls were each asked how many aunts a nd uncles

a

Find the mean number of uncles that the boys have.

b

For the boys and girls together, calculate the mean
number of:
i

c

aunts

ii

Aunts

BIG

they have. The entry 4 / 5 in the following table, for example, shows
that 4 boys and 5 girls each have 3 aunts and 2 uncles.

l

0

1

2

3

0

110

0/2

211

I 11

1

010

3/ 4

014

010

2

010

110

7 /I I

4 15

3

II 0

010

Oil

011

Col

a

~

aunts and uncles.

Suggest a n alternative way of presenting the data so that the calculations in parts a and b would be
simpler to make.
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15 A calculated estimate of the mean capacity of 120 refrigerators stored at a warehouse is 348 litres. The
capacities are given in the following ta ble.
Capacity (litres)
No. refrigerators (/)

160-

200-

320-

400- p

12

28

48

32

A delivery of n new refrigerators, all with capacities between 200 and 320 litres arrives at the warehouse.
This causes the mean capacity to decrease by 8 litres. Find the value of n and state what assumption s you
are making in your calculations.

~

16 A carpet fitter is employed to fit carpet in each of the 72 guest bedrooms at a new hotel. The following table

shows how many rooms were completed during the first 10 days of work.
No. rooms completed

5

6 or 7

No. days(/)

2

8

Based on these figures, estimate how many more days it will take to finish the j ob. What assu mptions are you
making in your calculations?

~

•

17 In the figure opposite, a square of side 8cm is joined edge-to-edge to a
semicircle, with centre 0. P is 2 cm from 0 on the figure 's axis of symmetry.

Points X and Y are fixed but the position of Z is variable on the shape's
perimeter.

x

8

y

8 ............. .

a Find the mean distance from P to X,Y and Z when angle POZ is equal to:
180°

ii

135° .

-6 -

b Find obtuse angle POZ , so that the mea n distance from P to X ,Y and Z
is identical to the mean distance from P to X and Y.

EXPLORE2.3

Six cards, numbered I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, are placed in a
bag, as shown.
15 different pairs of cards can be selected without
replacement from the bag. Three of these pairs are
{2,3}, {6, 4} and {5, I}.
Make a list of all 15 unordered pairs and find the mean
of each. We will denote these mean values by X 2.
Choose a suitable method to represent the values of X 2 and
their frequencies. Find X 2 , the mean of the values of X 2.
Repeat the process described above for each of the following:
FAST FORWARD

•
•
•

the six possible selections of five cards, denoting their means by X 5
the 15 possible selections of four cards, denoting their means by X4
the 20 possible selections of three cards, denoting their means by X 3

•

the six possible selections of one card, denoting their means by X1.

We will study the
number of ways of
selecting objects in
Chapter 5, Section 5.3.

I
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What does the single va lue of X 6 represent?
Do the values of Xi.X2 , X 3,X4 and X 5 have anything in common?
Can you suggest reasons for any of the corn mon features that you observe?
Investigate the values of X , when there are a different number of consecutively
numbered cards in the bag.

Coded data

FAST FORWARD

To code a set of data, we can transform all of its val ues by addition of a positive or negative
consta nt. The result of doing this produces a set of coded data.
One reason for coding is to ma ke the numbers easier to handle when performing manual
calcu lations. Also, it is sometimes easier to work with coded data than with the original
data (by arranging the mean to be a convenient number, such as zero, for example).

We will study the
standard normal
variable, which has a
mean of 0, in Chapter 8,
Section 8.2.

To find the mean of I0 I, 103, l 04, l 09 and 113, for example, we can use the values l, 3, 4, 9
and 13.
Our x val ues are 101, 103, I 04, 109 and 113, so l, 3, 4, 9 and 13 are corresponding values of
(x - 100).

. I:(x- 100) 1+3+4+9+13
=
= 6.
Mean o fth e co d e d va Iues 1s
5
5
We subtracted l 00 from each x value, so we simply add I00 to the mean of the coded
values to find the mean of x.
Mean(x) = mean(x - 100) + 100 = 106 or

FAST FORWARD
We will see how to use
coded totals, such as
:E(x -b) and :E(x-b)2,
to find measures of
variation in C ha pter 3,
Section 3.3.

x = I:(x ~ JOO) + 100 = 106

Refer to the following diagram. If we add - b to the set of x values, they are a ll translated
by - band so is their mean.
So, mean(x - b)=.X - b.
translated by -b
I

Values of x - h
,_

-

-

f

-

-

-

'-

-

f

mean of x - h

•

mean of x

KEY POINT 2.3
For ungrouped data ,

x = I.(.r - b) +b.
11

f-or grouped data , ,~ =

:E(v: - b)f
· :Ef
+ b.

These formulae can be summarised by writing

Values of x
- -

x = mea n(x -

b)+b.

-

If we remove the
bracket from :E(x-b),
we obtain I.x - :Eb. The
term 'ill means ' the
sum of all the bs' and
there are n of them, so
:E(x-b)=Lv:-nb.

•

I
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For two datasets coded as (x - a) and (y - b), we can use the tota ls 1:x and L.y to find the
mean of the combined set of values of x and y .

,..... ) ~~ :~:1··~·'1.:.1111=-&!-

The exact age of a n individual boy is de noted by b, and the exact age of an individua l girl is denoted by g.
E xactly 5 yea rs ago, the sum of the ages of 10 boys was 127.0 years, so 1:(b - 5) = l 27.0.
In exactly 5 years' time, the sum of the ages of 15 girls will be 351.0 years, so 1:(g + 5) = 351.0.
Find the mean age today of
a

the 10 boys

c the 10 boys and 15 girls combined.

b the 15 gi rls

Answers

-

127
+ 5- 17.7years
10

We upda te the boys' past mean age by additio n.

a h= -

L( h - 5) = L.h - ( I 0 x 5) = 127, so

Al ternatively, we expa nd the brackets.

- 177
"i.b = 127 + 50 = 177 and h =lo= 17. 7 ) ca rs
b

•

- 35 1
g= - - 5= 18.4)ears
15
L.(g + 5) = 1:g + ( 15 x 5) = 35 1. so

We backd ate the girls' future mean age by subtraction.
A ltern atively, we expa nd the brackets .

- 276
Lg=35 1-75 = 276and g =
= 18.4 yea rs
15

c

Lh + L.g = l 77 + 276 = 18. 12 ycars
10 + 15
25

Forty values of x a re coded in the following table.
x-3
Frequency

0-

18-

24- 32

9

13

18

Calculate an estima te of the mea n value of x .
Answer

.\: = "i.(x- 3)/

L/'

+ j

.

= (9 x 9)+(2 1x 13) + (28x 18) +
1
40
.
= 24.45

We calcula te an estimate fo r the
mean of the coded data using
class mid-va lues of 9, 21 a nd 28,
a nd then add 3 to obta in ou r
estima te for x.

It is not necessary to
decode the values of

x - 3.

I
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1

For 10 values denoted x, it is give n that

a

0

b

L.x

x = 7.4. F ind:
c

L.(x+ 2)

L.(x- 1)

z.

2

Twen ty-five values of z a re such that L.(z- 7) = 275. F ind

3

Given

4

The lengths of 2500 bolts, x mm, a re summa rised by L.(x - 40) = 875. Find the
mea n length of the bolts.

5

Six data values are coded by subt racting 13 from each. Five of the coded values
are 9.3, 5.4, 3.9, 7.6 a nd 2.2 , and the mean o f the six data values is 17.6.

q = 22

,

a nd L.(q - 4) = 3672, find the number of values of q.

Find the sixth coded value.
6

The SD card slots on digital cameras a re designed to accommodate a card of
up to 24mm in width. Due to low sales figures, a manufacturer suspects that
the machine used to cut the ca rds needs to be recalibrated. T he widths, wmm ,
of 400 of these cards were measured a nd are coded in the following table, where
x = w-24.
w-24(mm)

No. cards (/)

- 0 . .1 5 :o;;x <-0.1

-0. 1.:; x < 0

0 .:; x < 0.1

0. 1.:; x < 0.2

32

360

6

2

•

a Suggest a reason why the widths have been coded in th is way.
b What percentage of the SD cards are too wide to fit into the slots?

c
7

U se the coded da ta to estimate the mean width of these 400 cards.

Si xteen bank accounts have been accidentally under-credited by the followi ng
amounts, denoted by $x.
9 17.95

9 17.98

9 18.03

917.97

918.0 1

9 17.94

9 18.05

918.07

9 18.02

9 17.93

918.01

9 17.88

9 18. 10

9 17.85

9 18. 11

917.94

To calculate x ma nually, Fidel a nd Ra mon code these figures using (x - 9 17)
and (x - 920), respectively.
Who has the simpler maths to do? Expla in yo ur answer.

~

0

8

9

Th roughout her career, a n athlete has been timed in 120 of her 400-metre races.
Her times, denoted by t seconds, were recorded on indoor tracks 45 times a nd a re
summarised by L.(t-60) =83.7, and on outdoor tracks where L.(t- 65) =-38.7.
Calcula te her average 400-metre running time and comment on the accuracy
of your answer.
All the interior angles of n t riangular metal pla tes, denoted by y 0 , are measured.
a

Sta te the number of angles measured a nd write down the value of

y.

b Hence, or otherwise, find the value of L.(y - 30).
10 A dataset of 20 values is denoted by x where L.(x - l) = 58 . Another dataset of 30
values is denoted by y where L.(y - 2) = 36. Find the mean of the 50 values of x a nd y.

~

~

FAST FORWARD

You will study the
mean of linear
combinations of
random variables
in the Probability
& Statistics 2
Coursebook,
Chapter 3.
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11 Students investigated the prices in dollars($) of I litre bottles of a certain drink
at 24 shops in a town and at 16 shops in surrounding villages. Denoting the town
prices by t and the village prices by v, the students' data are summarised by the
totals I:(t - 1.1) = 1.44 and I:(v - 1.2) = 0.56.
Find the mean price of I litre of this drink at all the shops at which the students
collected their data.
KEY POINT 2.4

A set of data can be coded by multiplication as well as by addition of a constant.

Suppose the monthly take-home salaries of four teachers are $3600, $4200, $3700 and
$4500, which have mean x = $4000.

For un gro uped data,
x= _!_["f.(ax-b ) + b] .
Cl

11

What happens to the mean if all the teachers receive a I 0% increase but must pay an extra
$50 in tax each month?

Fo r grouped data,

To find their new take-home salaries, we multiply the current salaries by 1.1 and then subtract 50.

-b)f b]
x-= _!_["i.(ax
+ .
a
Lf

The new take-home salaries are $3910, $4570, $4020 and $4900.
Th
. 3910 + 4570 + 4020 + 4900 $
e mean is
= 4350 .
4
The original data, x, has been coded by multiplication and by addition as I. Ix - 50.
The mean of the coded data is 4350, which is equal to (1.1x4000) - 50, where 4000 = x.

These for mu lae ca n
be summa rised by
writ ing

x= _!_a x [mean(ax- b)+ b].

Data coded as ax - b has a mean of ax - b.

•

To find x from a total such as I:(ax -b ), we can find the mean of the coded data, then undo
'- b' and undo ' xa ', in that order. That is:

x = ( 4350 + 50) + 1.1 or yj- x (4350 + 50) = 4000.

"i.(ax -b) can be
rewritten as a"i.x - nb.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2.11

The total area of cloth produced at a textile factory is denoted by I:x and is measured in square metres. Find
an expression in x for the area of cloth produced in square centimetres.
Answer

lm = IOO cm
We convert the mea surements
of x from m 2 to cm 2 .

l m 2 = l00 2 cm 2 = 10000 cm 2
Total area, in sq uare centimetres, is I IOOOO.Y or IOOOOI:x.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2.12

For the 20 values of x summarised by I:(2x - 3) = 104, find

x.

Answer

104 = 5 2
20
.

We first find t he mean of the coded values.

x = 5.2 + 3 = 4. l

Know ing that 2.X - 3 = 5.2, we undo the ' - 3' and
then undo the ' x 2', in that order, to find x.

2

I
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I:( 2.r - 3) = 104

FAST FORWARD

Al ternatively, we can expand the
brackets in' I:(2x - 3), which a llows
us to find the value of I:x.

2fa- (20 x 3)= 104
Lx = 82

We will see how to
use coded to tals such
as l:(ax-b) and
l:(ax-b) 2 to find
measures of variation in
Chapter 3, Section 3.3.

-x =82
-=4 1
20
.

x = 0.475. Find the va lue of I:l OOOx and state what it represents.

1

The masses, x kg, of 12 objects are such that

2

The total mass of gold extracted from a mine is denoted by I:x, which is measured in grams. Find an
expression in x for the total mass in :
a

I

carats, given that I carat is equivalent to 200milligrams

b kilograms.

3

The a rea of land used for growing wheat in a region is denoted by I:w hectares. Find an expression in w for the
total area in square kilometres, given t hat 1 hectare is equ iva lent to 10000m 2.

4

Speeds, measured in metres per second , are denoted by x. Find the constant k such that kx denotes the speeds
in kilometres pe r hour.

5

The wind speeds, x miles per hour (mph), were measu red at a coastal location a t m idday on 40 consecutive
d ays and are presented in the following table.
Speed (x mph)

No. days(/)

JS ,,,;x< 17

17 ~x< 20

20 ,,,; x<24

24 ~x< 25

9

13

14

4

Abel wishes to calculate an estimate of the mean wind speed in kilometres per hour (km/h). He k nows that a
distance of 5 miles is approximately equal to 8 km.
a

Explain how Abel can calculate his estimate without converting the given boundary values from miles per
hour to kilometres per hour.

b Use the wind speeds in mph to estimate the mean wind speed in km/h.

x and find the value of b such that

6

Given that 15 values of x a re such that I:(3x - 2) = 528, find
I:(0.5x-b)=l38.

7

For 20 values of y, it is given that I:(ax -b) =400 and I:(bx-a)
of a and of b.

8

The midpoint of the line segment between A a nd Bis at (5.2,- 1.2).

= 545. Given also that

x

= 6.25, find the value

Find the coordinates of the midpoint after the following transformations have been applied to A a nd to B.
a

T: Transla tion by the vector (

-~}

•
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b E: Enlargement through the origin with scale factor 5.

c

G)

9

Transformations T an·d E are carried out one after the other. Investigate whether the location of the midpoint of AB is independent of the orde~ in which the transformations are carried out.

Five investors are repaid, each with their initial investment increased by p % plus a fixed 'thank you' bonus
of$q. The woman who invested $20000 is repaid double her investment and the man who invested $7500 is

repaid triple his investment. Find the total amount that the five people invested, given that the mean amount
repaid to them was $33000.
Do you think the method of repayment is fair? Give a reason for your answer.

~

10 One of the units used to measure pressure is pounds per square inch (psi). The mean pressure in the four tyres

of a particular vehicle is denoted by x psi. Given that 1 pound is approximately equal to 0.4536 kg and that
1 metre is approximately equal to 39.37 inches, express the sum of the pressures in the four tyres of this vehicle
. grams per cm-.
'
m

2.3 The median

KEY POINT 2.5

You will recall that the median splits a set of data into two parts with an equal number of
values in each part: a bottom half and a top half. In a set of n ordered values, the median is
at the value half-way between the lst and the nth.

•

Consider a DIY store that opens for 12 hours on Monday and for 15 hours on Saturday.
The numbers of customers served during each hour on Monday and on Saturday last week
a re shown in the following back-to-back stem-and-leaf diagram.
Monday (12)
Saturday (15)
863 I 00 2 2346
4 3 I I 0 3 556899
I 4 0 I 379

~~~~-+--+-~~--'----'~

Key: 0 I 2 I 2
represents 20 customers on
Monday and 22 customers
on Saturday

To find the median number of customers served on each of these days, we need to find their
positions in the ordered rows of the back-to-back stem-and-leaf diagram.
For Saturday, there are n = 15 values arranged in ascending order from top to bottom and
1
15 1
from left to right. The median is at the (
}h =( + ) =8th value.
2
In the first row, we have the lst to 4th values, and in the second row we have the 5th to
1Oth values, so the 8th value is 38.

n;

For n ordered values,
the median is a t the
1
) th value.

(n;

Fo r even values of n,
the media n is the mean
of the two midd le
values.

We can find the 8th
value by counting down
and left to right from 22
or by counting up and
right to left from 49.
_J

The median number of customers on Saturday was 38.
For Monday, there are n = 12 values arranged in ascending order from top to bottom and
1
12 1
}h = ( + )th =6.5th value, so we locate the
from right to left. The median is at the (
2
median mid-way between the 6th a nd 7th values.

n;

In the first row, we have the lst to 6th values and t_he 6th is 28.

The first value in the second row is the 7th value, which is 30.
.
28+ 30
The median number of customers on Monday was
= 29.

Take ca re when
locating values at the
left side of a backto-back stem-and-leaf
diagram; they ascend
from right to left, and
descend from left to
right, as we move along
each row.

2

When data appear in an ordered frequency table of individual values, we can use
cumulative frequencies to investigate the positions of the values, knowing that the median
1
}h value.
is at the (

n;

n is equal to the total

frequency If.

I
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2.13

T he following table shows 65 ungrouped readings of x. Cumulative frequencies
and the positions of the readings are also shown. Find the median value of x.
x

I

c/

40

11

LI

lst to I Ith

41

23

34

12th to 34th

42

19

53

35th to 53rd

43

8

61

54th to 6lst

44

4

65

62nd to 65th

Positions

Answer
Median val ue of x is 4 1.

The total frequency is 65, and

Frequencies must be
taken in account here.
Although 41 is not the
middle of the five values
of x, it is the middle of
the 65 readings.

65+1 = 33, so t he me d .
-n+I
- =~
1an.1s at t he
2
33rd value. From the table, we see that

the l 2th to 34th values are all equal to 41.

Estimating the median
In large datasets and in sets of continuous data, val ues are grouped and the
actua l values cannot be seen. This means that we cannot find the exact value of the
median but we can estimate it. The method we use to estimate the median for this
type of data is by reading its val ue from a cumulative frequency graph. We estimate
the median to be the value whose cumulative frequency is equal to half of the total
freq uency.

Consider the masses of 300 museum artefacts, which are represented in the fol lowing
cumulative frequency graph.

>.

., ,-,

•

KEY POINT 2.6

On a cumulative
frequency graph with
total frequency n ="If.
the median is at the
n
th value.

2

300
u
c

We studied cumulative
frequency graphs in
Chapter l , Section 1.4.

250

:::l ~

er u

.....e~.,

200

The graph is only an

.

·"'
~ ci

::i;z:
E; ._,
:::l

u

n

estimate, so we use 2

<.>
> -....

150

n+I

100
50
0
3

2
m edian

The set of data has a total of n = 300 values.
An estimate for the median is the mass. of the !!..
2=

°=

30
2

4

5
Mass (kg)

l 50th artefact.

rather than - - to
2
estimate the median.
This ensures that we
arrive at the same
position fo r the median
whether we count up
from the bottom oj
down from the top
of the cumulative
frequency axis.

•
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We draw a horizontal line from a cumulative frequency value of 150 to the graph. Then, at
the point of intersection, we draw a perpend icular, vertical line down to the axis showing
the masses.
Reading from the graph, we see that the median mass is approximately 2.6kg.

0

DID YOU KNOW?
FAST FORWARD

The concept of representing many different measurements
with one representative value is quite a recent invention.
There are no historical examples of the mean, median or
mode being used before the l 7th century.

We will use cumulative
frequency graphs to
estimate the quartiles,
the interquartile range
and percentiles in
C hapter 3, Section 3.2.

In trying to find the longitude of Ghanza in modern-day
Afghanistan, a nd in studying the characteristics of metals, the
l Ith century Persian Al-Biruni is one of the earliest known
users of a method for finding a representative measure. He
used the number in the middle of the smallest and largest
values (what we would call the mid-range) ignoring all but the
minimum and maximum values.

FAST FORWARD

The mid-range was used by Isaac Newton and also by
explorers in the l 7th and l 8th centuries to estimate their geographic positions. It is likely that
measuring magnetic declination (i.e. the variation in the angle of magnetic north from true north)
played a large part in the growth of the mean's popularity.

•

Do not confuse the
median's position
(150th) with its value
(2.6kg).

The mid-range, as
you will discover in
Chapter 3, Section 3.2,
is not the same as the
median .

Choosing an appropriate average
Selecting the most appropriate average to represe nt the values in a set of data is a
matter for discussion in most situations. Just as it may be possible to choose an average
that represents the data well, so it is often possible to choose an average that badly
misrepresents the data. The purpose and motives behind choosing an average value must
also be considered as part of the equation.
Consider a student whose marks out of 20 in I 0 tests are: 3,4,6, 7,8, 11,12,13,17 and 17.
The three averages for this set of data are: mode = 17, mean= 9.8 and median= 9.5.
If the student wishes to impress their friends (or parents), they are most likely to use the
mode as the average because it is the highest of the three. Using either the mean or median
would suggest that, on average, the student scored fewer than half marks on these tests.

Some of the features of the measures of central tendency are given in the following table.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Mode

Unlikely to be affected by c'trcme rnlues.
Useful to manufacturers that need to know the most popular styles and sizes.
Ca n be used for all sets of qualitative data.

Ignores most values.
Rarely used in further calculations.

Mean

Takes all values into account. Frequently used in further calculations.
The most commonly understood average.
Can be used to find the sum of the data values.

Cannot be found unless a ll values are
known.
Likely to be affected by extreme values.

Median

Can be found without knowing all of the values. Relatively unaffected by
extreme values.

Only takes account of the order of the
values and so ignores most of them.

I
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As an example of the effect of an extreme value, consider the dataset 40, 40, 70, 100, 130 and
250. If we increase the largest value from 250 to 880, the mode and median are unchanged
(i.e. 40 and 85), but the mean increases by 100% from 105 to 210.
A lthough the median is usually unaffected by extreme values, this is not always the case, as
the Libor scandal shows.

0

DID YOU KNOW?

LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rates) are average
interest rates that the world 's leading banks charge each
other for short-term loans. They determine the prices that
people and businesses around the world pay for loans or
receive for their savings. They underpin over US $450
trillion worth of investments and are used to assess the
health of the world's financial system.

1Tt
A
~

B

1Tt
1Tt
C
D

2.8% 3.0% ~

LIBOR = 2.9%

The highest and lowest 25% of the daily rates submitted by a small group of leading banks are
discarded and a LIBOR is then fixed as the mean of the middle 50% . The above diagram shows a
simple example.
Consider how the LIBOR would be affected if bank D submitted a rate of 2.5% instead of 3.1 % .
Several leading banks have been found guilty of manipulating the LIBOR by submitting false rates,
which has so far resulted in them being fined over US $9 billion.
You can find out more about the LIBOR scandal by searching news websites.

Consider the number of days taken by a courier company to deliver 100 packages, as given
in the following table and represented in the bar chart.
No. days
No. packages (/)

I

2

3

4

5

6

10

40

25

14

8

3

40

30

.
.

10

No. days

A curve has been drawn over the bars to show the shape of the data.
T he mode is 2 days.
T he median is between the 50th and 5 lst values, which is 2.5 days.
T he mean= ( I x 10)+(2 x40) +(3x 25)+ (4x14)+ (5 x8)+ (6 x 3) = _ days
2 79
100

•

I
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The mean is the la rgest average a nd is to the side of the curve's longer tail.
The mode is the smallest average and is to the side of the cu rve's shorter ta_il.
The media n is between the mode and the mean.
A set of data tha t is not symmetrical is said to be skewed . When the c urve's longer tail is to
the side of the larger values, as in the previous bar char t, the data are said to be positively
skewed. When the longer tail is to the side of the smaller values, the data are said to be
negatively skewed.

Jn C hapter 8, we

Generally, we find that:

will study sets o f
data ca lled normal
distributions in which
the mode, mean and
median are equal.

Mode < media n < mea n when the data are positively skewed.
Mean < media n < mode when the data are negatively skewed.

1

In C hapter 3, we will
use a measure of
central tendency a nd
a measure of variation
to better describe the
va lues in a set of data.

The number of patients treated each day by a dentist during a 20-day period is shown in the fo llowing
stem-and-leaf diagram.

14 44

0
56667
Key: 1 I 5
J 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 represents
2 0 I
15 patients

a Find the median number of patients .

•

b On eight of these 20 d ays, the dentist ar rived late to collect their son from school. If they decide to use
their average number of patients as a reason for arriving late, would they use the media n or the mean?
Ex plain your answer.
c
2

D escribe a situation in which it wo uld be to the dentist's advantage to use a mode as the average.

a Find the median fo r the values of t given in the following table.

I~

I

7

8

9

JO

II

12

13

4

7

9

14

16

41

9

b What feature of the d ata suggests that T is less than the median? Confirm whether or not this is the case.
3

a F ind the median and the mode for the values of x given in the following ta ble.
4

5

6

7

8

14

13

4

12

15

b G ive one positive and one negative aspect of using each of the median a nd the mode as the average value
for x.

c

Some va lues in the table have been incorrectly recorded as 8 instead of 4. F ind the numbe r of incorrectly
recorded values, given that the true med ian of x is 5.5.

l
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The following graph illustrates the times taken by 112 people to complete a puzzle.

120
;;...

u

i::

"c:r2
=~

...

0.

...0.

<.'.:: 0

"';..
·;;

80

0

-"lz
a...,

u=

40

0

4

2

6

10

8

Time (min)

a

Estimate the median time taken.

b The median is used to divide these people into two groups. Find the median time taken by each of the
groups.

5

The masses, m kilograms, of 148 objects are summarised in the following table.
Mass (mkg)

m<O

m<0.2

m<0.3

m<0.5

m< 0.7

m< 0.8

0

16

28

120

144

148

c/

Construct a cumulative frequency polygon on graph paper, and use it to estimate the number of objects with
masses that are:
a

within 0.1 kg of the median

b more than 200 g from the median.

6

A teacher recorded the quiz marks of eight students as 11, 13, 15, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
They later realised that there was a typing error, so they changed the mark of 11 to 1.
Investigate what effect this change has on the mode, mean and median of the students' marks.

7

The following table shows the lifetimes, to the nearest 10 days, of a certain brand of light bulb.
Lifetime (days)
No. light bulbs (/)

a

90- 100

110- 120

130- 140

150- 160

170- 190

200- 220

230- 260

12

28

54

63

41

16

6

Use upper class boundaries to represent the data in a cumulative frequency graph and estimate the median
Ii fetime of the light bulbs.

b How might the manufacturer choose a value to use as the average lifetime of the light bulbs in a publicity
campaign? Based on the figures in the table, investigate whether it would be to the manufacturer's
advantage to use the median or the mean.

•

I
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It is claimed on the packaging of a brand of battery that they can run a standard kitchen clock continuously
for 'at least 150 days on average'. Tests are carried out to find the length of time, t hours, that a standard
kitchen clock runs using one of these batteries. The results are shown in the following table.
Time (t hours)

3000 ..; I < 3096

3096..; I < 3576

3576 ..; t < 3768

3768 ,,. I< 3840

34

66

117

33

No. batteries (/)

What could the words on the packaging mea n? Test the claim by finding the mean, the median and the modal
class. What conclusions, if any, can you make about the claim?
9

Homes in a certain neighbourhood have recently sold for $220000, $242000, $236000 and $3500000.
A potential buyer wants to know the average selling price in the neighbourhood. Which of the mean, median
or mode would be more helpful? Explain your answer.

10 A study was carried out on 60 electronic items to find the currents, x amperes, that could be safely passed

through them at a fixed voltage before they overheat. The results are given in the two tables below.
Current (x amperes)

0.5

1.5

2.0

3.5

5.0

No. items that do not overheat

60

48

20

6

0

Current (x amperes)

0.5

1. 5

2.0

3.5

5.0

0

p

q

,.

60

No. items that overheat

a

•

Find the value of p, of q and of r.

b Cumulative frequency graphs are drawn to illustrate the data in both tables .

Describe the transformation that maps one graph onto the other.
ii Explain the significance of the point where the two graphs intersect.

(1'

0

11 The lengths of extra-time, t minutes, played in the first and second halves of 100 football matches are

summarised in the following table.
t ,,. I

I ,,. 2

( ,,. 4

t,,. 5

I ,,. 7

t ,,. 9

First halves (c/)

24

62

80

92

97

100

Second halves (c/)

6

17

35

82

93

100

Extra-time (t min)

a

Explain how you know that the median extra-time played in the second halves is greater tha n
in the first halves.

b The first-half median is exactly 100 seconds.

Find the upper boundary value of k, given that the second-ha lf median is k times longer than the fi rsthalf median.
ii Explain why the mean must be greater than the median for the extra-time played in the first ha lves.

(1'

12 Eighty candidates took a n examination in Astronomy, for which no candidate scored more than 80%. The

examiners suggest that five grades, A, B, C, D and E, should be awarded to these candidates, using upper
grade bounda ries 64, 50, 36 and 26 for grades B, C, D and E, respectively. In this case, grades A, B, C, D and
E, will be awarded in the ratio I : 3: 5: 4: 3.
a

Using the examiners' suggestion, represent the scores in a cumulative frequency polygon and use it to
estimate the median score.

b All of the grade bound a ries are later reduced by l 0%. Estimate how many candidates will be awarded a
higher grade because of this.
\

I
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:(

13 The values of x shown in the following table are to be represented in a bar chart.

I ;requency

5

6

7

2

5

9

8

I

10

·I

9

10

11

9

5

2

·I

Sketch a curve that shows the shape of the data.

a

ii Find the mode, mean and the median of x.

b The two smallest values of x (i.e. 5 and 5) are changed to 21 and 31. Investigate the effect that this has on

the mode, the mean, the median and on the shape of the curve.
c

If, instead, the two largest values of x (i.e. 11and11) are changed to - 9 and b, so that the mean of x decreases
by I, find the value of band investigate the effect that this has on the mode, the median and the shape of the
curve.

14 A histogram is drawn to illustrate a set of continuous data whose mean and median are equal. Make sketches

of the different types of curve that could be drawn to represent the shape of the histogram.
15 Students' marks in a Biology examination are shown by percentage in the following table.

Marks (%)
Frequency (%)

20-

30-

40-

50-

60-

70-

80-90

5

10

20

30

20

10

5

a

Without drawing an accurate histogram, describe the shape of the set of marks. What does the shape
suggest about the values of the mean, the median and the mode?

b

Information is provided about the marks in examinations in two other subjects:
Chemistry: mode > median> mean

Physics: mean> median > mode

Sketch a curve to show the shape of the distribution of marks in each of these exams.

•
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•

Measures of central tendency are the mode, the mean and the median.

•

For ungrouped data, the mode is the most frequently occurring value.

•

For grouped data, the modal class has the highest frequency density and the greatest height
column in a histogram.

•

For ungrouped data, x =

•

:Exf
Lfx
For grouped data , x = :Ef or :Ef .

•

T he formulae for ungrouped and grouped coded data can be summarised by:

-

x = mean(x -

LX
--fl·

b) + b

.X = _!_ x [mean (ax - b) + b]
a

•

For ungrouped coded data:
_ :E(x-b) b
x=
+
n

x- = ·;[L(a,:-b> +b J
•

For grouped coded data:

__ :E(x - b)f b
x I.f
+
x= _.!_ [ :E(ax-b)f +b ]
a
I.f

(n+I)
- - th value.
2

•

. 1s
. at the
For ungrouped data, the median

•

For grouped data, we estimate the median to be at the %th value on a cumulative frequency
graph.

I
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1

2

For each of the following sets of data, decide whether you would expect the mean to be less than, equal to or
greater than the median and the mode.
a The ages of patients receiving long-term care.at a hospital.

(1)

b The numbers of goals scored in football matches.

[1)

c The heights of adults living in a particular city.

(1)

The mean mass of 13 textbooks is 875 grams, a nd n novels have a total mass of 13 706 grams. Find the
mean mass of a novel , given that the textbooks and novels together have a mean mass of 7 I 6.6 grams.

(31

~~

l..

3

4

I

Nine values a re :(, Y.\28, 315, 13, 29, 3'(18'and /.
\

,.._

IX

~

a Write down the name and the value of the measure of central tendency that can be found without
knowing the value of x .

(1)

b If it is known that x is greater than 40, which other measure of central tendency can be found and
what is its value?

111

c If the remaining measure of central tendency is 25, find the value of x .

(21

For the data shown in the following table, x has a mean of 7.15.
x

3

6

10

15

Frequency

a

b

c

d

(lJ

a Find the mean value of y given in the following table.
y

11

14

18

23

Frequency

a

b

c

d

b Find a calculated estimate of the mean value of z given in the following table.

I:...._ I ,a_t I
5

'b

[21

l:-1 I

·~1

24 34
:

The table below shows the number of books read last month by a group of child ren.
No. books

2

3

4

5

No. children

3

8

15

q

a If the mean number of books read is exactly 3.75, find the value of q.

[21

b F ind the greatest possible value of q if:

ii
6

the modal number of books read is 4

Ill

the media n number of books read is 4.

(1)

The following table gives the heights, to the nearest 5cm, of a group of people.
Heights (cm)
No. people

120- 135

140-150

155-160

165- 170

175 - 185

30

p

12

16

21

G iven that the modal class is 140- 150 cm, find the least possible value of p.

(3)

•
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7

(

The following histogram illustrates the
masses, m kilograms, of the 216 sales of
hay that a farmer made to customers last
year.

7.2

~
·;;;

a Show that a calculated estimate of the
b Estimate the price per kilogram at which
the hay was sold, given that these sales
generated exactly $1944. Why is it
possible that none of the customers
actually paid this amount per kilogram
for the hay?

5.4

c:

141

mean is equal to the median.

8

0

-0

>.
(.)

c: 3.6
<>

;::l

C"

J:

1.8

141
0

An internet service provider wants to know how
customers rate its services. A questionnaire asks
customers to tick one of the following boxes.
excellent O

good

l

,'\

0

30

40

60

50

70

80

Mass (m kg)

average

0

very poor 0

poorO

a How might the company benefit from knowing each of the available average responses of its

121

customers?

•

b What additional benefit could the company obtain by using the following set of tick boxes instead?

excellent = 5 0
9

average= 3 0

good = 4 O

very poor = 1 0

poor =2 O

The numbers of items returned to the electrical department of a store on each of 100 consecutive days are
given in the following table.

I

No. items
No. days

0
49

16

2

3

4

5

6- p

10

9

7

5

4

a Write down the median.

111

b Is the mode a good value to use as the average in this case? Give a reason for your answer.

Ill

c

131

Find the value of p, given that a calculated estimate of the mean is 1.5.

d Sketch a curve that shows the shape of this set of data, and mark onto it the relative positions of
the mode, the mean a nd the median.

@

121

[21

10 As part of a data collection exercise, members of a certain school year group were asked how long they spent

on their Mathematics homework during one particular week. T he times are given to the nearest 0.1 hour. The
resu lts are displayed in the following table.
Time spent (t hours)
Frequency

0.1 .;;; t ,,;;;: 0.5

0.6 ,,;;;: t ,,;;;: 1.0

11

15

I.I ,,;;;: p

;;;; 2.0

18

Draw, on graph paper, a histogram to illustrate this information.
ii

2.J .;;; t ,,;;;: 3.0

3. J,,;;;r ,,;;;: 4.5

30

21

151

Calculate an estimate of the mean time spent on their Mathematics homework by members of this year
group.
[31
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• f

ll_ For 150 values of x, it is given that I:(x -1) + I:(x - 4) = 4170. Find

x.

131

12 On Monday, a teacher asked eight students to write down a number, which is denoted by x . On Tuesday,

when one of these students was absent, they asked them to add I to yesterday's number and write it down.
Find the number written down on Monday by the student who was absent on Tuesday, given that
x = 30±, and that the mean of Monday's and Tuesday's numbers combined was 27

t-

(31

13 A delivery of 150 boxes, each containing 20 items, is made to a retailer. The numbers of damaged items in the
boxes are shown in the following table.
No. damaged items
No. boxes (/)

a

0

1

2

3

4

5

6 or more

100

10

10

10

10

10

0

Find the mode, the mean and the median number of damaged items.

b Which of the three measures of central tendency would be the most appropriate to use as the average
in this case? Explain why using the other two measures could be misleading.

(31

[2]

14 The monthly salaries, w dollars, of 10 women are such that I:( w- 3000) = -200.

The monthly salaries, m dollars, of 20 men are such that I:( m - 4000) = 120.
a

Find the difference between the mean monthly salary of the women and the mean monthly salary of
the men.

b Find the mean monthly salary of all the women and men together.
15 For 90 values of x and 64 values of y, it is given that I:(x-1) =72.9 and I:(y + lj = 201.6. Find the mean
value of all the values of x and y combined.

(31
(31
[51

•

